


A little love 

A smile can brighten each day
A kind word keeps anger away

A few coins help someone in need
Just a little goes a long way

A hand for someone to hold
A hug when hearts have grown cold

A shoulder sharing the load
Just a little goes a long way

Everyone has something good to share
Leave a little kindness everywhere

Everyone could use some love and care
A little love goes a long way

To the stranger be a welcoming friend
To the weak be a voice that defends

To the lonely be a listening ear
Just a little goes a long way

Bring dignity – give a little love
Bring humanity – give a little love
Bring equality – give a little love

'Cos a little goes a long way
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say a prayer

If those you love break your heart
If all your world falls apart

Don't let go, don't give up

Looking for some answers
To the mysteries of life

Reasons why things happen
Some way to make things right

I'll be your friend whatever
Be there to help you through

I'll say a prayer for you

If those you love go through pain
If all your work has been in vain

Don't let go, don't give up

Oh you may think that I'm naïve
Oh with everything that I believe

Oh we share a different point of view
But I'm the same as you
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Beautiful love

Beautiful love chasing me
Winning my heart every day

Beautiful love waits patiently
Beautiful love wait for me

               Beautiful love hearing me              
          Knows what my words cannot say     

Beautiful love speaks tenderly
Beautiful love speak to me

I have found my one true love
My wandering heart at rest

Those who find their lasting love
Truly they are blessed

Beautiful love embracing me
Loving me just as I am

Beautiful love trusts easily
Beautiful love trust in me

Beautiful love chasing me
Winning my heart every day

Beautiful love waits patiently
Beautiful love wait for me
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Moment

I want to take more than a moment
I want to take some time

I want to hold on I want to breathe in
I want to fill my mind

With all that is beautiful

I want to live in every moment
I want to learn to be

I want to slow down I want to stay here
Taking the time to see
All that is beautiful

Finding treasure in the everyday
I'll stop rushing around

Hold each moment until it slips away
I'll stop rushing around

It's gonna take more than a lifetime
To see all I want to see

I wanna slow down, leaving the fast lane
Taking the time to be
Oh life is beautiful
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Favourite Place

This is my favourite place to be
With those I love surrounding me

Where we eat and drink as one
In the heart of our home

 
Here we laugh and here we cry

Celebrate the days gone by
Drink a toast to absent friends

Raise a glass to days ahead

Come and stay here for a while
Break some bread and drink some wine

At the table with friends surrounding me
This is my favourite place to be

Conversations late at night
Laughter flows by candlelight
True communion happens here
In the food and drink we share
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SING

Everyone's a singer
Carrying a song

All around the world
The music playing

Singing when we're happy
Singing when we're sad

Singing in the good times and the bad

Sing with the morning sun
Sing 'til the day is done

Sing with your heart and soul
C'mon everybody sing

I love to sing my favourite song
Sing it loud and I sing it strong

When I hear that melody
It brings the good times back to me
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